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AGENDA

I.

Agenda

II.

Public Forum- Time Certain 6:30 p.m.

III.

Report of the Chair

IV.

Report of the Director

V.

Annual Organizational Meeting (10 min)

VI.

FY 2018 Annual Report to Council (5 min)

VII.

Proposed CDO Amendment: Groceries in E-LM (10 min)

Note: times given are
approximate unless
otherwise noted.

The Planning Commission will elect officers and appoint members to its committees to serve for FY 2019:
 Election of Officers: Chair & Vice-Chair
 Election of Executive Committee At-Large Member
 Appointment of Commission Clerk
 Appointment of Committees
o Long Range Planning Committee:
 One member of the Executive Committee, Two At-Large Members
 One member of DRB
 One member of Conservation Board
o Ordinance Committee:
 One member of the Executive Committee, Two At-Large Members
 Two additional members from the DRB, DAB, or CB

The Planning Commission will review its Annual report of activities for FY 2018 in advance of its delivery to the
Mayor and City Council. A draft report is included in the agenda packet on pages 3-13.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the report to be forwarded to Council.

The Planning Commission will consider a proposed amendment to expand the allowable size for large grocery
stores in the Enterprise Light Manufacturing (E-LM) zone. Information related to this item is included in the
agenda packet on pages 14-15.
Staff Recommendation: The Commission should approve the Municipal Bylaw Amendment Report and
warn a public hearing.

This agenda is available in alternative media forms for people with disabilities. Individuals with disabilities who require assistance or special arrangements
to participate in programs and activities of the Dept. of Planning & Zoning are encouraged to contact the Dept. at least 72 hours in advance so that
proper accommodations can be arranged. For information, call 865-7188 (865-7144 TTY). Written comments may be directed to the Planning
Commission at 149 Church Street, Burlington, VT 05401.
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Burlington Planning Commission Agenda

Tuesday, July 10, 2018

VIII.

2019 Update to planBTV (30 min)
The Planning Commission will receive information on the proposed framework and outline for the 2019 update
to planBTV . Information related to this item is included in the agenda packet on pages 16-24.
Staff Recommendation: No action is required. The Commission is invited to share comments and
feedback to support the development of content for the plan update.

IX.

Committee Reports

X.

Commissioner Items

XI.

XII.

a.
b.
c.

a.

Executive Committee
Ordinance Committee
Long Range Planning Committee

The next regular meeting will be on Tuesday, July 24, 2018 at 6:30pm.

Minutes & Communications
The Commission will review and approve the minutes of the June 12, 2018 meeting, enclosed on pages 25-27
of the agenda packet.

Adjourn
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To:

From:
DATE:
RE:

Kurt Wright, Council President
Burlington City Council
Mayor Miro Weinberger
Andrew Montroll, Chair, Burlington Planning Commission
July 11, 2018
Annual Report of the Burlington Planning Commission, Fiscal Year 2018 (July 1, 2017-June 30, 2018)

Please see the enclosed FY 2018 Annual Report of the Burlington Planning Commission. This year, the Planning
Commission advanced many projects, through its own work and its oversight of the work of the Planning &
Zoning Department, to advance projects that shape and implement planBTV—the City’s Municipal Development
Plan.
Thank you for your attention to the work of the Planning Commission. Please feel free to contact me with any
questions. The Commission looks forward to our continued collaboration and progress on these and many other
matters facing the City.

_________________________________________________
Andrew Montroll, Chair

_____________________________________________________
Emily Lee

_________________________________________________
Bruce Baker, Vice Chair

_____________________________________________________
Harris Roen

_________________________________________________
Yves Bradley

_____________________________________________________
Jennifer Wallace-Brodeur

_________________________________________________
Alexander Friend

_____________________________________________________
Eamon Dunn, Youth Member
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The Planning Commission

dedicates a tremendous

amount of time to creating
and implementing planBTV,

our Municipal Development Plan.

3 5 42

STANDING
COMMITTEES
MEET MONTHLY

WORKSHOPS TO
UPDATE PLANBTV:
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

PARTICIPATED IN 42 PC,
COMMITTEE, SPECIAL
MEETINGS IN FY 2018

MAJOR ACTIVITIES IN FY 2018, INCLUDED:

Implementing planBTV:

Updating planBTV:

Joint Council & Commission Committee
adopted the code.

Launched the 2019 update to the city-wide
land use plan.

planBTV Downtown Code

Comprehensive Plan Update
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OVERVIEW
Planning Commission Membership
The Planning Commission is composed of seven Commissioners, appointed to staggered terms
of four years. This year, the Commission also welcomed a Youth Commissioner, Eamon Dunn, a
freshman at Burlington High School. Each Commissioner participates on at least one Standing
Committee, and some Commissioners also participate on ad-hoc committees established to
facilitate special projects. The FY 2018 membership of the Planning Commission and participation
in Committees is listed below; a record of attendance for the full Commission meetings is included in
Appendix A.
Andy Montroll, Chair, Executive Committee, Joint Form-Based Code Committee (Chair)
Bruce Baker, Vice-Chair, Executive Committee, Ordinance Committee
Yves Bradley, Executive Committee
Alexander Friend, Ordinance Committee (Chair)
Emily Lee, Long Range Committee
Harris Roen, Long Range Committee (Chair)
Jennifer Wallace-Brodeur, Long Range Committee
Eamon Dunn, Youth Member

Planning Commission Duties
The Burlington Planning Commission facilitates the optimal and sustainable development of
Burlington’s built and natural environment by engaging the community in long-range, comprehensive
City-wide land use planning; advising the Mayor and City Council on matters pertaining to land use
planning and development in general; reviewing and developing land development ordinances for
approval by the City Council; providing oversight to the Department of Planning & Zoning (DPZ);
providing comments and feedback, as necessary, to the Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission and the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization; and other functions as
set forth in 24 V.S.A. §4325. In short, the Planning Commission dedicates a tremendous amount of
time to creating and implementing planBTV—also known as the Municipal Development Plan—which
includes specific plans for areas and important issues in the City.

FY 2018 Meetings
Full Commission meetings are held twice monthly, and usually last 1.5 to 2 hours. The Commission
cancelled its regularly scheduled meetings in the spring in order to hold neighborhood workshops for
the planBTV: Comprehensive Plan update. Beginning in January 2018, the Commission’s Executive
committee transitioned from meeting each month to meeting quarterly. This transition allows
Committee members to focus more on providing oversight and prioritization of the commission’s
and department’s major projects, with the department staff focusing on agendas and meeting
scheduling. The Ordinance Committees continued to hold meetings monthly, with a few exceptions,
The Long Range Planning Committee held four special meetings in 2018 to provide guidance on
community engagement for the planBTV: Comprehensive Plan update. The Joint Form-Based Code
Committee concluded its work with one additional meeting this year.
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FY18 Policies & Projects
In FY 2018, planBTV: Downtown Code was adopted by City Council and the Comission
launched the 2019 update to planBTV: Burlington’s Comprehensive Plan. Both
efforts included the creation of a new framework for Burlington’s long-standing
land use and developement policies: to more clearly communicatin planBTV’s
vision, and to provide a more detailed and predictable regulatory tool to implement
that vision.
planBTV: Downtown Code (Article 14) Adopted
Several Comissioners participated alongside City Council members on the joint committee
developing Article 14 standards---the form-based code for downtown Burlington.
Development of the code was recommended by the 2013 planBTV: Downtown & Waterfront Master
Plan. By the fall of 2014, a draft of the code had been prepared based on the 7 Place-Based Themes
of the downtown plan: a vibrant economy, housing choice, transportation choice, active and healthy
living, environmental and cultural stewardship, sense of place, and creativity and innovation. The
development of this code provides prescriptive standards for implementing this community vision,
and fosters more predictable built results and a higher-quality public realm by emphasizing physical
form rather than the separation of land uses.
In late 2014, a join committee of Planning Commissioners and City Councilors was established to
begin the official review of the proposed code. After more than 4 years of work, more than 40 public
meetings, a series of presentations at the City’s NPA meetings, and a community-wide conversation
about form-based codes with a national expert, the committee completed their work in June 2017.
In the fall of 2017, the committee met one additional time to discuss green and high performance
building standards within the code.
Following the Planning Commission’s public hearing on August 8, 2017, the Commission forwarded
the proposed code, along with comments, for the Council’s consideration. Following two public
hearings, and after receiving additional recommentations from the joint committee regarding green
and high performance buildings, the Council adopted planBTV: Downtown Code on November 13,
2017.

planBTV: Burlington’s Comprehensive Plan
In February 2018, the Planning Commission and Planning Department began work on the
2019 update to planBTV, Burlington’s Comprehensive Plan. Often referred to as “the Municipal
Development Plan,” planBTV is the long-range plan for land use and development across the City.
This plan has been updated every 5 years, to ensure that the policies and actions continue to guide
the work of the City regarding land use and development according to the vision of Burlington as a
sustainable core community within the region.
The Planning Commission approved a “Blueprint” to guide the update of the plan. The update is
not about creating a new vision for Burlington. The Planning Commission’s main objective is to
update and prioritize the policies and actions to guide the implementation of the plan’s vision for
the next 10-20 years. This update will help reflect what’s been done, fill in the gaps to address
issues and trends that aren’t included in the plan, and to clarify the relationship to other planBTV
studies, such as planBTV: Downtown & Waterfront Master Plan and planBTV Walk/Bike. The most
significant change will be to how the plan’s policies and actions are organized. This new framework
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will emphasize the interrelatedness of the issues that the plan’s policies address, and provide
opportunities to incorporate maps and metrics that will help better communicate the plan’s vision,
and measure its implementation.
The Planning Commission began this process with a review of the implementation of the current
plan’s action items. In May, the Commission cancelled their regularly scheduled meetings in order to
host a series of workshops to hear from community members about big issues and emerging trends
that should influence the plan’s update. The Planning Commission will continue to review and update
the current plan, and discuss a revised draft with the Community in FY 2019. More information about
the plan and process to update it can be found online at: www.burlingtonvt.gov/planbtv.

Revised planBTV: South End Master Plan
Following the release of a draft of planBTV: South End Master Plan in 2015, the Planning
Commission’s Long Range Planning Committee reviewed each section of the draft plan, and public
comments on these elements, and provided direction to the department on revisions to the plan.
The Long Range Committee spent significant time in 2016 and 2017 discussing these revisions. In
May 2018, a revised draft of the plan was presented and posted online. It is anticipated that the
Commission will provide a final recommendation on this plan to the City Council as part of the overall
planBTV update. The revised plan can be found online at www.burlingtonvt.gov/planbtv/se.

Land Development Ordinances
The Planning Commission and its Ordinance Committee reviewed and discussed 12 proposed
amendments to the City’s Comprehensive Development Ordinance (CDO) in FY 2018. The
Commission recommended 7 of these proposed amendments for adoption by City Council. 3 of these
amendments have been adopted by Council and are now in effect (ZA-18-01, ZA-18-02 and ZA-1803). It is anticipated that 4 of the amendments that the Comission has not yet taken action on will
continue into FY 2019. An additional 9 amendments were adopted and became effective this year,
all of which had been referred by the Planning Comission in FY 2017 (ZA-17-08 through ZA-17-17).
The following is a complete list of amendments which have been recommended by the Planning
Comission to the City Council in FY 2017 and 2018, and their current status.
ZA-16-11 Enforcement Period of Limitations: The purpose of this amendment is to establish “Section
2.7.11 Enforcement Period of Limitations,” pursuant to 24 V.S.A. §4454 and this section, pertaining
to zoning violations which have been known to the City of Burlington for more than 15 years and
where the City has not taken corrective action to address the violation. This ordinance establishes
burden of proof, and a process through which properties with use, dimension, structure, function or
other violations can seek to be “stabilized.” Finally, this amendment removes references to “Bianchi
controlled situations” in Part 3: Non-Conformities. The Planning Commission voted to recommend
this to the City Council in September 2016; however, the amendment was tabled by the City
Council Ordinance Committee and expired in September 2017 with no action. At the annual Joint
meeting of the Planning Commission, Development Review Board, Development Advisory Board and
Conservation Board, the City Attorney provided a presentation on the difference between legal nonconformities and a statute of limitations on violations. The Development Review Board, in particular,
expressed a concern that there is a need to have guidance on what evidence can be used to make
a determination. It is anticipated that another proposed amendment regarding violations will be
discussed by the Planning Commission in FY 2019.
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ZA-17-08 Food and Beverage Production Operation: The proposed amendment eliminates
the current prohibition on cafes as an accessory use to microbreweries in the Enterprise-Light
Manufacturing zone to eliminate inconsistencies between the City’s ordinances and state alcohol
laws. Additionally, the amendment establishes a new “food and beverage production operation” to
replace microbreweries, wineries, wholesale bakeries, and other related food production uses. This
amendment was adopted by City Council on August 7, 2017.
ZA-17-10 Green Roof Lot Coverage: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to define green
roofs and create clear guidelines for how lot coverage is calculated on sites with buildings which are
constructed with a green roof. This amendment was adopted by City Council on November 27, 2017.
ZA-17-11 Emergency Shelters: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to create language
related to emergency shelters, as temporary housing in order to differentiate them from community
houses, and to establish parameters for calclulating a maximum number of units, location, duration
of stay, and on-site management. This amendment was adopted by City Council on November 27,
2017.
ZA-17-12 CDO Technical Corrections: The purpose of this amendment is to correct and address a
number of housekeeping items throughout the Burlington CDO that have been discovered in the daily
implementation of the ordinance. None of these amendments establish new policy direction. This
amendment was adopted by City Council on August 7, 2017.
ZA-17-13 Signage Illumination in ELM: The purpose of this amendment is to permit lighted signage
in the Enterprise zoning districts, consistent with the City’s mixed use and institutional districts. This
amendment was adopted by City Council on August 7, 2017.
ZA-17-14 Preschool Technical Corrections: The purpose of this proposed amendment is tocorrect two
gaps in the CDO regarding preschools by adding standards for use for the NAC-CR zoning district to
Appendix A-Use Table, and adding minimum off-street parking requirements to Table 8.1.8-1. This
amendment was adopted by City Council on November 27, 2017.
ZA-17-15 Article 4 Development Bonuses: The purpose of this amendment is to address the
duplication and contradictions between Article 4 and Article 9 regarding development bonuses in
neighborhood mixed use and residential zoning districts. In particular, this amendment clarifies
the maximum cumulative development bonus allowable for properties in neighborhood mixed-use
zones by retaining an additional 0.5 FAR bonus, but eliminating a redudant 10 ft height bonus,
when providing an additional 5% inclusionary housing over what is required in Article 9. Additionally,
this amendment clarifies that development bonuses may be cumulative up to, but not exceed, the
maximum allowable bonuses for properties in residential zones. Finally, this amendment corrects
a footnote which applies a setback to properties in the NAC, NMU, and NAC-R zones when abutting
residential uses, but not to the NAC-CR. This amendment was adopted by City Council on December
27, 2017.
ZA-17-16 Replacement Mobile Home: The purpose of this amendment is to ensure that language
in Article 5 review standards for applications involving a mobile home park clarify that the review
standards in Article 3, Part 5 for Conditional Use review apply to new and expanded mobile home
parks, but not individually to the alteration or replacement of a mobile home within a park. This
amendment was adopted by the City Council on December 27, 2017.
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ZA-17-17 Retaining Walls: The purpose of this amendment is to add requirements to the
Comprehensive Development Ordinance regarding retaining walls which encroach into a required
property setback, and design review standards for retaining walls, and provide definitions to
distinguish between retaining walls and seawalls. This amendment was adopted by City Council on
March 26, 2018.
ZA-18-01 planBTV Downtown Code: The purpose of this amendment is to establish a new Article
14 - planBTV: Downtown Code that will regulate all development in the Downtown and Waterfront
District emphasizing the intended physical form, character of place, and compatibility of uses. The
amendment replaces all exisiting regulations pertaining to development in the Downtown, Downtown
Waterfont, Downtown Transition, and Battery Street Transition zoning districts. This amendment was
adopted by City Councl onNovember 13, 2017.
ZA-18-02 Rezone St. Joseph’s School NMU: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to rezone
the portion of the former St. Joseph’s school site from Residential Medium density to Neighborhood
Mixed Use. This amendment was adopted by City Council on January 8, 2018.
ZA-18-04 Article 8 Food & Beverage Processing: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to
update Table 8.1.8-1 regarding minimum off-street parking requirements based on the recently
adopted ZA-17-08. This amendment updates Bakery uses, adds the new Food and Beverage
Processing use and associated parking ratios, and strikes Wholesale Bakery and Micro-Brewery/
Winery consistent with changes to the Appendix A- Use Table approved in ZA-17-08. This amendment
was adopted by City Council on January 8, 2018.
ZA-18-04 Density Calculations: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to address a discrepency
in the current CDO regarding calculation of permitted density on a site. In some cases, the density
calculation resulted in a greater number of units than the maximum permitted density of the zoning
district. The Planning Comssion held a public hearing on this amendment on October 10, 2017.
However, following public comment on the proposed amendment, the Comission referred the issue
back to its Ordinance Committee for additional discussion.
ZA-18-05 Article 3 Amendments: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to update Article
3 relative to zoning permit release, timelines for pending permit applicatiions, permit extensions,
and permit duration. The Commission held a public hearing on this amendment April 10, 2018 and
referred the amendment to City Council with recommendation.
ZA-18-06 Article 8 Bike Parking: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to modify bike parking
regulations in Article 8 and in Table 8.2.5-1. These changes increase the required ratios of bicycle
parking for selected uses to more closely align with the APBP guidelines, and establish a payment in
lieu option for required bike parking. The Commission held a public heearing on this amendment on
April 10, 2018 and referred the amendment to City Council with recommendation.
ZA-18-07 Conditional Use Exemptions: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to eliminate
the Conditional Use exemption from Section 3.5.3 Exemptions, which was added to this section in
2015. This is to ensure that change of use and rehabilitation of structures involving conditional uses
will still be subject to the closer review scrutiny per the conditional use standards of Section 3.5.6.
The Commission held a public hearing on this amendment on June 12, 2018 and referred it to the
Council for consideration.
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ZA-18-08 Form District 5 Boundaries: The purpose of this proposed amendment is to modify the
boundaries of Form District 5 to include additional properties located along the boundary of the
current district. Properties proposed for inclusion are currently zoned Residential High Density or
Residential Medium Density, and have been evaluated for their current and future potential use and
intensity. These have been recommended for inclusion in Form District 5 in order to encourage the
appropriate type and insensity of future infill or redevelopment, and to enable greater flexibility for
expansion or reuse of existing uses and structures by reducing non-conformities. The Comission held
a public hearing on this amendment on June 12, 2018 and referred it to Council for consideration.

Other Amendments Considered by the Commission
Rezone Majestic Car Rental Site on Shelburne Road: In early 2017, the Planning Commission
received a request to consider the zoning of the Majestic Car Rental property. In particular, the
Planning Commission was asked to amend the neighborhood commercial use standards to allow
a non-conforming commercial use to be changed to another non-conforming commercial use. The
Planning Commission’s Ordinance Committee did not support this request, and instead asked staff
to analyze existing land uses near the rotary to see if a rezone was reasonably warranted. Based
on properties conformance with the RL zoning, and the lack of basis for rezoning in the Municipal
Development Plan, staff recommended against a rezoning until such time an evaluation of the entire
Shelburne Road corridor can be undertaken. At its meeting on September 12, 2017, the Commission
voted to take no action on this request. In March 2018, the owners of the property again asked the
Commission to consider options for how this property could be reused. The Commission voted to
send this item to its Ordinance Committee to discuss.
NAC-R Zoning on Riversude Avenue: In April 2015, the Planning Commission received a request
from a property owner along Riverside Avenue to restore the original General Commercial zoning to
several properties east of the waste water treatment plant. The property owner asserted that the
change to NAC-Riverside and RCO-Conservation zoning districts unreasonably restricted development
along the property when a greater proportion of the lots were developable. Staff developed several
options for the Planning Commission to consider regarding the location of zoning district boundary,
or the application of a buildable area calculation to the sites. Additionally, the City Engineer’s input
was sought, the issue was discussed with the Conservation Board at three of their meetings in 2016,
and the properties were viewed during two site walks with city staff and members of the Planning
Commission and Conservation Boards. At its meeting on September 26, 2017, the Commission voted
to take no action on this request, as there was not determined to be enough evidence to demonstrate
the suitability of the slope along the north side of Riverside Avenue to accommodate additional
development.
Accessory Dwelling Units: The Planning Commission discussed a proposed amendment to eliminate
Accessory Dwelling Units from Appendix A- Use Table, and to add additional language to Section
5.3.4. (a) 2 to clarify that an accessory dwelling unit is permitted in a single-family home, regardless
of whether that home is non-conforming. Accessory dwellings are permitted in single-family homes by
Vermont State Statute. The Planning Commission agreed with these proposed changes, but wanted
to see an amendment that was more comprehensive in its approach to encouraging Accessory
Dwellings. The Commission tabled this amendment until the Housing Action Plan study regarding
Accessory Dwelling Units, currently being developed by CEDO, is available.
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Article 7: Signs: The Planning Department is nearing completion of a revision to the citywide sign
regulations to both modernize them and respond to recent US Supreme Court decisions regarding
content neutrality. The amendment will be both content-neutral and form-based, and will be seeking
to absorb to the extent possible two related sections of the municipal code (Ch5, Art 5 – Illuminated
Signs, and Ch 27, Art 3 – Projections over the Sidewalk) in order to improve coordination and remove
redundancy and confusion. The Planning Commission has heard two presentations on the draft and
made several recommendations to make it more flexible. A final draft is expected to be presented to
the Planning Commission in July.

Other Activities
Representatives of the Planning Commission serve on the Inclusionary Zoning Working Group who
will be presenting their preliminary recommendations at a public hearing on June 11, and the Permit
Reform Advisory Committee who is meeting monthly to discuss efforts being undertaken by the
Planning Department, Code Enforcement Office and DPW’s Inspection Services Division to improve
the City’s development permitting process.
Andy Montroll continued to serve as the Burlington
representative on the Chittenden County Regional Planning
Commission. Andy was also the recipient of the Vermont
Planner’s Association 2018 Citizen Planner of the Year
award. Andy was selected for this award not only for his
nearly 25 years of public service as a City Councilor, Planning
Commissioner, and CCRPC Commissioner, but particularly
for his leadership on the Joint Form Based Code Committee
to develop planBTV: Downtown Code, and for his key role in
encouraging municipal support for the merger of the former
CCMPO with the CCRPC.

Andy Montroll receiving Planner of the Year
award at the State House; pictured with Council
President and VT State Rep. Kurt Wright.

At the end of April 2018, Anita Wade left the department after
serving for 3 years as its Zoning Clerk. The position is expected
to be filled in early FY19.
During the 2018 National Planning Conference, Planning
Director David White was inducted into the American Institute
of Certified Planners (AICP) College of Fellows. Fellowship is
granted to planners who have achieved certification through
American Planning Association’s professional institute (AICP),
and who have also achieved excellence in professional
practice, teaching and mentoring, research, public and
community service, and leadership. David’s nomination
recognized his creative and innovative approach to planning,
community engagement, and policy-making. In particular,
his advocacy for planning elevated the department’s and
community’s attention to long-range planning, most notably
through the creation of planBTV: Downtown & Waterfront
Master Plan.

David White at the induction ceremony for the
Fellows of the American Planning Association.
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Appendix A: Planning Commission Attendance Log
FY 2018– July 2017 through June 2018

Baker

Bradley

Friend

Lee

Montroll

WallaceBrodeur

Roen

Dunn

7/11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7/25

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

8/8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

DATE
2017

8/22

Meeting Cancelled

9/12

X

9/26

X

10/10

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10/24
11/14

Meeting Cancelled
X

X

X

11/28

X

X

Meeting Cancelled

12/13

X

X

X

X

X

2018
1/9

X

X

X

X

X

X

1/23

X

X

X

X

X

X

1/30

X

X

X

X

2/13

X

X

X

X

2/27

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Meeting Cancelled

3/13

X

X

X

3/27

X

X

X

X

X

4/10

X

X

X

4/25

Meeting Cancelled for planBTV Workshops

5/8

Meeting Cancelled for planBTV Workshops

5/22

Meeting Cancelled for planBTV Workshops

6/12
6/26

X

X

X
Meeting Cancelled
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Department of Planning and Zoning
149 Church Street
Burlington, VT 05401
Telephone: (802) 865-7188
(802) 865-7195 (FAX)
(802) 865-7142 (TTY)
www.burlingtonvt.gov//PZ

Burlington Planning Commission Report
Municipal Bylaw Amendment
ZA-19-01 Grocery in E-LM
DRAFT
This report is submitted in accordance with the provisions of 24 V.S.A. §4441(c).

Explanation of the proposed bylaw, amendment, or repeal and statement of purpose:
The purpose of this proposed amendment is to expand the allowable size for grocery stores within
the Enterprise-Light Manufacturing Zoning District to 35,000 square feet. Grocery stores continue to
be permitted only between Home and Flynn Avenues and are subject to Conditional Use review.

Conformity with and furtherance of the goals and policies contained in the municipal development
plan, including the availability of safe and affordable housing:
The proposed amendment has no impact on the goals and policies contained in the Municipal
Development Plan regarding safe and affordable housing.

Compatibility with the proposed future land uses and densities of the municipal development plan:
The proposed amendment allows for a slightly larger use than is already permitted within this zoning
district. It is consistent with the future land uses and densities of the Municipal Development Plan by
enabling a variety of non-residential uses within the Enterprise Light Manufacturing District that
support nearby residential communities.

Implementation of specific proposals for planned community facilities:
The proposed amendment has no impact on planned community facilities.
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David White, FAICP, Director
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Scott Gustin, AICP, CFM, Principal Planner
Mary O’Neil, AICP, Principal Planner
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Layne Darfler, Planning Technician
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149 Church Street
Burlington, VT 05401
Telephone:(802) 865-7188
(802) 865-7195 (FAX)
(802) 865-7142 (TTY)

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Planning Commission
Scott Gustin
July 10, 2018
Grocery Stores in E-LM

Zoning amendment ZA-16-03 was adopted in 2016 to allow grocery stores of up to 30,000
sf in size in a portion of the E-LM zone, subject to conditional use review and approval by
the Development Review Board. The new City Market at 207 Flynn Avenue was enabled
as a result of this amendment. As constructed, the grocery store component of this
development is just under 30,000 sf. The total building area is larger and includes separate
office, community, and café space.
City Market is looking to expand into the separate office space; however, doing so would
exceed the 30,000 sf size limitation and cannot be approved. As a result, the Onion River
Co-Op has requested a zoning amendment to adjust the size limitation to 35,000 sf.
Given the relatively small increase in total allowable area, staff supports the requested
amendment.
Proposed language is underlined in red.
Appendix A-Use Table – All Zoning Districts
Enterprise
USES

E-AE

E-LM

NON-RESIDENTIAL USES

E-AE

E-LM

all other uses remain unchanged
Grocery Store –
CU
Small ≤10,000sqft
Grocery Store – Large
N
>10,000sqft

CU26
CU26

Footnotes:
1-25 unchanged
26
Grocery Stores up to but not to exceed 30,000 35,000 square feet may be permitted subject
to conditional use approval by the DRB in that portion of the Enterprise – Light
Manufacturing District between Flynn and Home Avenue.
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2019 update to

planBTV:

Draft Outline of updated planBTV
to guide development of draft plan
June 12, 2018

Burlington’s Comprehensive Plan

1. Welcome to planBTV (Introduction)
a. Purpose of the Plan (i.e. What is planBTV?)
i. Long-range land use and development guide
ii. How it’s used, what it influences
iii. Relationship to other planBTV studies/city-wide plans

b. Community Profile (Setting the Context)
i. How are we evolving in terms of land use, demographics, economics, environment?
ii. Utilize selective maps and data points to tell the story about where we are today—touch on the basic elements
of the plan. Where appropriate, include projections for future of these indicators.
iii. Potential Stats: Physical Stats: City size, housing units, % land area in different uses, Basic Demographic
trends: population trends, age cohorts, housing stock (tenure), race/ethnicity, education levels, in/out migration.
Economic trends: grand list growth, changes in housing cost/cost of living, changes in median family and per
capita income, employment sectors, wages compared to cost of living for most common employment sectors.

2. Our plan for BTV
a. Vision/Theme introduction & Future Land Use Plan
i. “planBTV is all about ensuring that Burlington continues to be a sustainable core city at the heart of a
regional population that is dynamic, and evolves in a way that preserves its distinctive identity, enables it to
become more inclusive, and strengthens its connections.” This plan provides a big picture view of where we
are going, guided by these characteristics and values.

dynamic

inclusive

connected

distinctive

ii. The Land Use Plan for Burlington: summarized in three maps: Preserve, Maintain, Evolve

DRAFT | Outline for planBTV Update | June 14, 2018
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b. Burlington as a dynamic city

theme

i. Introduce theme with some selective stats/quotes (one spread; utilize infographics, other visual aids, maps)
1. “Burlington is an ‘urban village’—a small community that is a major growth center in Chittenden
County and Vermont. It is also a though leader, addressing its current needs and embracing the
future by utilizing innovative solutions that adhere to principles of environmental, economic, and
social sustainability.” [Add the rest of the narrative part of this: “over the next 20 years and beyond,
Burlington will meet the basic needs of all of its residents...]
2. Potential Stats: breakdown of land use % across City, where we have seen growth/development occur
previous decade (compare to neighboring communities), amount of growth that could be accommodated
in downtown/neighborhood mixed-use zones (?), commute characteristics, energy consumption trends
by sector, natural resources, etc.
Burlington as a dynamic city.
Burlington is an ‘urban village’—a small community that is
a major growth center in Chittenden County and Vermont.
It is also a though leader, addressing its current needs and
embracing the future by utilizing innovative solutions that
adhere to principles of environmental, economic, and social
sustainability.
Over the next 20 years and beyond, Burlington will meet the basic
needs of all of its residents.....

stats/ supporting info/ maps/ etc goes here to accompany the
narrative theme

ii. Short (several spreads) narrative discussion about the theme (i.e. brief discussion of why this is important).
1. This is the opportunity to bring in some of the relevant and higher profile narrative dicussion that
supports the theme and/or sets up the frame for the policies/actions that will follow.
2. Embed within this narrative, discussion of any current/relevant specific topical plans or links to other
data/resources that should be included by reference and/or adopted into the plan.
iii. Goals/policy statements (and their sub-actions) that support this theme, with a reference (visual or written) to
the specific planning topic(s) these address.
1. These will be taken from the current plan, as applicable. Elements that are missing, or are not
discussed to the extent necessary will be added/enhanced. In some cases, many action items from the
current plan overlap, so these are likely to combine several actions.

As a dynamic city, Burlington will:
Policy statements.
Action Items [Related topics: Transportation, Energy]
Policy statements.
Action Items [Related topics: Housing, Economic Development]
DRAFT | Outline for planBTV Update | June 14, 2018
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c. Burlington as a distinctive city

theme

i. Introduce theme with some selective stats/quotes (one spread; utilize infographics, other visual aids, maps)
1. “Burlington has a rich architectural legacy, set within an exceptional natural setting, which
together provide the foundation for its vital economy, human-scale environment, and high quality
of life. It will remain the core of a regional population, economic, and cultural center, and will grow
in a way that allows it to meet its current and future needs without compromising these celebrated
charateristics.” [Add the rest of the narrative part of this..]
2. Potential Stats: summary of some of the significant details in the OSPP, proximity of these resources
to what % of BTV residents/homes, historic districts, people/housing density, jobs (number/industries),
institutions, etc.
ii. Short (several spreads) narrative discussion about the theme (i.e. brief discussion of why this is important).
iii. Goals/policy statements (and their sub-actions) that support this theme

d. Burlington as an inclusive city

theme

i. Introduce theme with some selective stats/quotes (one spread; utilize infographics, other visual aids, maps)
1. “Burlington will grow in a way that is equitable for both its current and future residents. The city
welcomes and embraces residents of diverse social, demographic, and economic backgrounds and
of all abilities. It is accessible, affordable, provides meaningful jobs for all skill levels, and robust
opportunities for participation in decision-making. In particular, Burlington is part of a region
that, together, shares in the responsibility of providing a diverse housing stock and a healthy job
market.” [Add the rest of the narrative part of this..]
2. Potential Stats: household types (family, tenure, changes in socioeconomic characteristics),
immigration/refugee trends, housing cost vs income, affd houing built (anything else from IZ), job
diversity/programs to expand variety of employment/MWBE; voter turnout, citizen board participation,
etc; # parks/schools/daycares/churches/cultural meeting places, etc.
ii. Short (several spreads) narrative discussion about the theme (i.e. brief discussion of why this is important).
iii. Goals/policy statements (and their sub-actions) that support this theme

e. Burlington as a connected city

theme

i. Introduce theme with some selective stats/quotes (one spread; utilize infographics, other visual aids, maps)
1. “Burlington is an open and welcoming community that evolves through the careful coordination
of land use and development. This well-planned growth preserveds, enhances, and fosters integrity
within and among the city’s physical, social and environmental systems.” [Add the rest of the
narrative part of this..]
2. Potential Stats: shorelines, community gardens, miles of sidewalk/bike lanes, number of bus lines/
ridership, slated improvements to public infrastructure over the years, annual budget and capital plan
expenditures, etc.
ii. Short (several spreads) narrative discussion about the theme (i.e. brief discussion of why this is important).
iii. Goals/policy statements (and their sub-actions) that support this theme
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3. Land Use Plan & Planning Framework
a. City-wide Land Use Plan. This is a more detailed version of the land use plan from the beginning of the
document, providing more disinction about what areas are in each of the Preserve-Maintain-Evolve themes.

b. Focus on Each “Core” & Areas in Transition

geographic area

i. Discussion of how plan’s policies and actions apply to entire city, but some are more pertinent to particular
parts of the City. This lays out the framework for special sub-area master plans that exist or should be created
(could also be represented by a map of where the sub area plans apply).
ii. Zoom in on areas in the Evolve map- the mixed use cores/corridors that form and are along the major arteries of
the City. These areas will likely focus on a 5-10 min walking zone around these “core areas.”
a. Downtown Core (and Designated downtown) & Transition Zones (NDA?)
b. North Street/N Winooski NMU Zone
c. Instituional Core Campus/Colchester/Main Street corridors
d. Shelburne Rd
e. Pine Street
f. North Avenue

North Avenue Corridor

Pine St/Enterprise Zone

Insitituions/Campuses

ii. How does it evolve? This will draw upon either the vision from a neighborhood-level master plan if one exists,
or will draw upon the general land use plan paired with area-specific issues from community engagement.
a. Summary of planBTV policies/actions that are most applicable/highest priority to that neighborhood
(defined by characteristics/community engagement).
b. Introduction/link to applicable neighborhood-level plan, or recommendation on what (if any)
additional small area/neighborhood level planning should be done.

Priority Policies & Actions for [Geographic Area]:
Policy statements.
Action Items
Policy statements.
Action Items
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4. Implementing planBTV
a. Guidance from Statute about Tools for Implementation
i. Include statutory reference/discussion about tools enabled through a current plan.

b. How we will implement planBTV [This is a new statutory requirement]
i. This will organize all of the policy statements and corresponding action items by theme into a chart, that also
helps provide some prioritization (such as short/med/long term and what neighborhood of applicability), and
discusses who in the City should take the lead:

Policies &
Actions
DYNAMIC

AREA

AREA

AREA

AREA

Who

When

Resources

DPW, CEDO

Long Term

AWP, CCRPC Brownfields Program

P&Z, BED

Short Term

District Engery Working Group

Policy Statement
Action

X

Policy Statement
Action

X

X

X

5. Appendices
a. Cross Reference to Required Plan Elements
i. This will organize all of the policy statements and corresponding action items by theme into a chart to
demonstrate the relationship to the distinctive planning topics required to be addressed in a municipal development
plan per VT Statutes.

Policies &
Actions
DYNAMIC

Land
Use

Housing Transpo

Natural
Env

Built
Env

Economic
Devt

X

X

Energy

Education

Historic
Pres

Policy
Action

X

X

Policy
Action

X

X

X

X

X

b. Relationship to Other Plans
i. This will become a table that describes plans that are formally adopted by reference, or which provide historic/
other context and appear in the document. These will be summarized in the following way:

Plan
Urban Renewal Plan,
Champlain Street Urban
Renewal Project
planBTV Walk/Bike

Topic

Date

Relationship to planBTV

Economic Development/
Built Environment

1963

Historic Context

Transportation

2017

Incoporated & Adopted by Reference
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Commented [MT1]: Or another way to phrase:
…sustainable core city at the heart of a regional population
that is dynamic, and evolves in a way that is led by its
values: preserving its distinctive identity, becoming more
inclusive, and strengthening its connections.
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Commented [MT2]: Or another way to phrase:
…sustainable core city at the heart of a regional population
that is dynamic, and evolves in a way that is led by its
values: preserving its distinctive identity, becoming more
inclusive, and strengthening its connections.
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Burlington Planning Commission

Andy Montroll, Chair
Bruce Baker, Vice-Chair
Yves Bradley
Alexander Friend
Emily Lee
Harris Roen
Jennifer Wallace-Brodeur
Eamon Dunn, Youth Member

149 Church Street
Burlington, VT 05401
Telephone: (802) 865-7188
(802) 865-7195 (FAX)
(802) 865-7144 (TTY)
www.burlingtonvt.gov/pz

Burlington Planning Commission
Tuesday, June 12, 2018, 6:30 P.M.
Conference Room 12, City Hall, 149 Church Street

Draft Minutes

Board Members Present: A Montroll, Y Bradley, A Friend, H Roen
Board Members Absent: J Wallace-Brodeur, E Lee, B Baker E Dunn
Staff Present: D White, S Gustin, M Tuttle

I.

Agenda

The Chair called the meeting to order at 6:38pm. No changes to the agenda.

II. Public Forum
P. Braine: Very interested in being engaged in the conversation on Memorial Auditorium; it is needed as an
affordable space for community events, concerts and for artists, musicians and culture. Want to be involved
in whatever planning for the auditorium, would like to help share stories about the space and Austin’s
architecture.

III. Report of the Chair
No report.

IV. Report of the Director
D White: New Planning & Zoning Clerk set to start in the beginning of July.

V. Public Hearing: ZA-18-07 Conditional Use Exemption
The Chair opened the hearing at 6:46pm, and with no public comments, closed the hearing at 6:47pm.
The Commission unanimously approved a motion by Y Bradley, seconded by H Roen, to approve the
municipal bylaw amendment report and forward the amendment to Council with recommendation.

VI. Public Hearing: ZA-18-08 Form District 5 Boundaries
The Chair opened the hearing at 6:48pm.
M Tuttle: This amendment includes the incorporation of properties currently zoned RH and RM to be
included within the boundary of Form District 5. Goal was to address appropriate future use of properties,
and to create cohesion on block faces or streets. Also includes an update to the Special Height Areas and
Shopfront Required maps in Article 14.
F. Von Turkovich: Does this include anything on the west side of Church Street between King and Maple?
M Tuttle: No. Planning Commission did not feel appropriate to extend FD5 past King Street due to mixed
use/commercial nature of this district. Instead, felt that RH with the high density overlay, or a future form
district that is more residential, is more appropriate.
This agenda is available in alternative media forms for people with disabilities. Individuals with disabilities who require assistance or special
arrangements to participate in programs and activities of the Dept. of Planning & Zoning are encouraged to contact the Dept. at least 72 hours in
advance so that proper accommodations can be arranged. For information, call 865-7188 (865-7144 TTY). Written comments may be directed to
the Planning Commission at 149 Church Street, Burlington, VT 05401.
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F Von Turkovich: The mass of Champlain College building on St. Paul overshadows homes on Church
Street. The Hood Plant’s size and opportunity for redevelopment could also introduce larger scale
buildings. Current zoning limits what can be done with the properties on the west side of Church St, which
could be a great place for reinvestment that fits in with the scale of the Champlain College building. Like
the idea of the flexibility of the form districts, and new district could be a good opportunity.
D White: Is there something in the current zoning that limits this reinvestment?
F Von Turkovich: Scale and density under current zoning limits to a point where redevelopment doesn’t
make sense.
H Roen: In some places, it was pretty straightforward where the boundary should be; here it is not as
obvious.
A Montroll: Unless F Von Turkovich advocating to have these properties in FD5, this tees up another
discussion for us to have about a residential urban district (FD4), which was originally proposed as part of
the form based code.
The Chair closed the hearing at 7:00pm.
The Commission unanimously approved a motion by Y Bradley, seconded by A Friend, to approve the
municipal bylaw amendment report and forward the amendment to Council with recommendation.

VII. FY18 Annual Report
M Tuttle: There is a draft of the Planning Commission’s FY18 annual report to go to Council. Want to hear
any comments from the Commission before referring it for Andy’s presentation.
A Montroll: Send any comments or questions about the report to M Tuttle before next meeting.

VIII.

FY 19 Department Priorities

D White: Have presented the P&Z FY19 budget to Council. The MDP update and South End Plan are the
highest priorities for the coming year. Ongoing work with the Permit Reform Initiative, particularly looking
at co-location in a more substantive way in the next year. Have a grant from Division for Historic
Preservation to continue mapping work for historic resources. Constantly working on CDO and permitting,
will continue to provide support to CEDO, DPW on the Memorial Auditorium rehabilitation, the
Neighborhood Project, and Main Street redesign.
Y Bradley: Is it a given that Memorial Auditorium will be rehabbed? Understood that there were some
major structural issues with rehab?
D White: Priority is to understand how it could be reused and what that would actually cost, and then
determine whether or not rehab is a reasonable option. Regarding how FY19 budget differs from FY 18,
projecting lower permit fees to reflect recent trends, not anticipating hiring consultants, most of the work
will be completed in house. This year, will need about $131,000 (about 15% of budget) in support from
General Fund. This is the first time since 2012 that we’ve needed support from the General Fund. 91% of
budget goes to staff and benefits. Looking to 2020 and beyond, will be looking to redesign fee structure to
be more predictable and better metric. Implementing permit reform recommendations for co-location
could have a significant impact on function and budget of the department in the coming years. Seeking
additional support for staff/volunteer training. Continues to be an increasing emphasis on planning and
policy related work, so in the future will look to expand our department to add more planning capacity.
Will continue to seek new and outside revenue opportunities.
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IX. 2019 Update to planBTV
M Tuttle: Since last meeting, have been working on a variety of community engagement events related to
the update. This included not only workshops, but attending a number of community events to reach a
variety of audiences, and meetings with stakeholder groups. Engagement has included smaller, informal
conversations of very high quality, getting more of a chance to discuss issues that are important and why.
Have not reached thousands like we may wish to, but have reached hundreds, and more of an effort to
reach audiences not typically engaged. Will provide a community engagement summary at the next
meeting.
H Roen: Thanks to M Tuttle for a great job and hard work. Only group missing is the artists in the context
of the South End plan.
M Tuttle: Will do more follow-up around the South End Plan and sharing it more broadly over the summer
while developing the draft update to MDP.
A Friend: Liked the conversation at the last workshop, and appreciated having Councilors at all of the
workshops. Appreciated back and forth dialogue in some.
M Tuttle: Facilitators being someone in the neighborhood that is well-connected was a great approach and
offered each meeting its own style that was relatable to residents. Ready to move on to begin the work of
actually redrafting the plan and shifting content into the new framework. Will share an outline with the
Commission at the next meeting. Anticipate a draft for community to review in late August/September.

X. Committee Reports
Executive: Will meet on July 10.
Ordinance: Will provide an update at next meeting, but recently met to discuss tandem parking.
IZ Working Group: Held a public hearing on the committee’s recommendations on Monday. Will provide
the draft report in the PC’s next packet.

XI.

Commissioner Items

Next meeting is June 26; will double check quorum.

XII. Minutes & Communications
The Commission unanimously approved a motion by H Roen, seconded by Y Bradley, to approve the
minutes from the April 10, 2018 meeting and accept communications.

XIII.

Adjourn

The Commission unanimously approved a motion by A Friend, seconded by H Roen, to adjourn the
meeting at 7:37 pm.
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